EXPLORE OUR EXPANSION JOINTS
Through the symbol on the front page you can explore our gimbal expansion joints in detail.

Gimbal expansion joints used for absorption of angular movements. The stronger the construction of the gimbals are the larger pressure thrust force it can absorb. This unit shown is installed in a chemical plant and absorbs 90 ton pressure thrust force and 1° angular movement.

How to explore?
Please do following:

1. Get the app “Belman EXPLORER” in the App Store or Google Play. You can use this QR code to get the App.
2. Activate the App on your smart phone or tablet.
3. Scan the symbol with the question mark on the front page. It is important that all the features of the symbol appear on the screen while scanning.

NB! You can also discover our world with the Belman logo.

Check it out!

www.belman.com